TACTICAL COMMAND VEHICLE (TCV)

01 // SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Command the Total Operating Picture with on-scene surveillance and remote, networked nodes. Control cameras, record content, and live-stream. Leverage thermal, infrared, and other options.

02 // INTEROPERABLE COMMS
Bridge Land Mobile Radio (LMR), video, and other feeds across all frequencies, and even share bandwidth between responding agencies. Secure all data with advanced encryption.

03 // AIRSPACE OPERATIONS
Deploy UAS for surveillance, inspection, documentation, and payload work. Extend operations with available tether options. Protect airspace with drone tracking, pilot location, and countermeasures.

04 // ON-THE-MOVE CONNECTIVITY
Nomad has partnered with Kymeta to bring the fast, reliable, flat-panel KyWay™ satellite terminal to the TCV. Enjoy the benefits of high-throughput connectivity, even while the vehicle is in motion.

05 // OFF-PAVEMENT CAPABILITY
With four-wheel drive, high ground clearance, air ride suspension, and ruggedized components, the TCV easily navigates challenging remote and urban terrain that would stop lesser trucks in their tracks.

06 // STEADFAST SUPPORT
We don’t do “transactions.” Nomad is your partner in success, long after the sale. With warranty and IT refresh programs, plus 24x7 in-house support we’ve got your asset covered. Nomad built it, we back it.

NO SEPARATE SYSTEMS // A POWERFULLY SIMPLE IDEA

Conventional command vehicles have a place, but quickly find their limits in challenging deployments. Add the problems of disparate components, power-hungry systems, and the need for specially-trained operators, and the “bigger is better” mentality begs rethinking. Enter the Tactical Command Vehicle (TCV), a game-changing mobile operations platform from Nomad GCS. The guiding philosophy is simple: Eliminate complexity, create no separate systems, remain connected and operational at all times. This integrated, versatile, and highly-capable command vehicle has proven its chops around the world in defense, public safety, utility, and other missions. It has spawned an entire line of converged solutions, including the reconfigured TCV-X and the Tactical Communications Trailer (TCT). This dynamic team stands ready to serve... When every minute matters.

“I LIKE TO MINGLE”